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Accommodation power in legislation is an important part of law system in 
Minority Nationality Autonomous Areas，that is the special power endowed by law. It 
is of prominent practical significance to the social development of Minority 
Nationality Autonomous Areas. This article starts with the concept and character of 
the Accommodation power in legislation. Moreover, according to the fundamental 
theory of jurisprudence of the accommodation power in legislation and Constitution of 
the People’ Republic of China, Legislation Law of the People’ Republic of China, 
provides a clear outline of the Accommodation power in legislation in Minority 
Nationality Autonomous Areas. In the end, the writer puts forward suggestions to 
improve this system in our country. Besides preface and conclusion, this article is 
divided into three parts: 
Chapter1: Summary of accommodation power in legislation in Minority 
Nationality Autonomous Areas. This chapter introduces and analyzes the 
Accommodation power in legislation in a macroscopically viewpoint, it first analyzes 
its character, including “Power”,” Local Autonomy” and “Special Local Legislative 
Power”. Then the writer uses some relevant theories to do deep discussion in a 
microcosmic viewpoint in next subchapter, this subchapter includes two parts: the 
principle of equality and justice, the conformity between the state law and minority 
law. The main purpose of this chapter is to provide a clear outline of the 
accommodation power in legislation in Minority Nationality Autonomous Areas. 
Chapter2: Comments on the practice of Accommodation power in legislation. 
This chapter mainly provides some remarks about it; the writer first carries out a deep 
discussion on the practice of the accommodation power in legislation in Minority 
Nationality Autonomous Areas, including three development stages. It then analyzes 
and points out the main existing problems that restrict the development of the 
accommodation power in legislation. 
Chapter3: Improvement of the Accommodation power in legislation in modern 
China. Based on the chapter 3, the article first provides the principles of the 















power in legislation in Minority Nationality Autonomous Areas. 
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